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1. Purpose of the JDS program
The purpose of the JDS program, “The Project for Human Resource Development Scholarship” is to offer
the research opportunities to the prosperous young leaders from countries concerned. The objective of our
program at Kyushu University is to develop strong human resources, build a stronger personal and institutional
collaboration and furthermore enhance the prospective relationship between Japan and their home countries.
JDS fellows are expected to contribute to the socio-economic development of their country, by actively
engaging in policy formulation and implementation of social and economic development policies when they
complete the program and return to their home country.
The JDS program at the Graduate School of Bioresource and Bioenvironmental Sciences at Kyushu
University has launched in 2001. 1n 2018, the total of 21 Master’s students from three countries namely Lao
PDR, Vietnam and Myanmar were enrolled at the program. Also, 3 Ph.D. students joined as part of the JDS
Ph.D. program. They study and conduct research in the individual laboratories in our graduate school and
prepare their Master's theses as well as Ph.D. dissertation in English and present them at the end of the program.
2. Enrolled JDS students in 2019
Name

Nationality

Laboratory

Supervisor

Tual Cin Khai

Myanmar

Forest Management

MIZOUE Nobuya, Professor

Thein Saung

Myanmar

Forest Management

MIZOUE Nobuya, Professor

Sai Hong Anh
Yang Nou
Xayapatha Souliya
Nguyen Nguy Xuan Truc
Mai Quoc Khanh
Tran Van Chien
Dinh Huy Duc
Nguyen Thi Phuong Tho

Vietnam

Lao PDR

Doctor Course [2017 Entrance]

Doctor Course [2018 Entrance]

Water Environment Engineering

Master Course [2017 Entrance]

Environmental Economics

YABE Mitsuyasu, Professor

Environmental Economics

YABE Mitsuyasu, Professor

Lao PDR

Microbial Bioresources

Vietnam

Water Environment Engineering

Vietnam
Vietnam
Vietnam
Vietnam

HIRAMATSU Kazuaki, Professor

Bioresources and Management

Quantitative Food Economic Analysis
Plant Bioresources

DOI Katsumi, Professor

HIRAMATSU Kazuaki, Professor
TAKASU Keiji, Professor

MAEDA Koshi, Professor

KUBO Takahiko, Associate Professor

Kay Khine

Myanmar

Forest Policy

FUJIWARA Takahiro, Associate Professor

Aung Koko Minn

Myanmar

Food Hygienic Chemistry

MIYAMOTO Takahisa, Professor

Irrigation and Water Management

SHINOGI Yoshiyuki, Professor

Environmental Economics

YABE Mitsuyasu, Professor

Saveng Inpeng
Souvannasing Saovany
Quach Dai Vuong
Vu Thi Thu Huong
Tran Hong Quan
Tran Thu Trang
Pham Nguyen Anh Duy
Win Win Nwe
Khin Zar Linn

Lao PDR

Institute of Tropical Agriculture
Master Course [2018 Entrance]

Lao PDR

Marine Environmental Science

Vietnam

Agricultural and Farm Management

Vietnam
Vietnam
Vietnam
Vietnam

Myanmar

Myanmar

Plant Bioresources

Marine Biochemistry

Insect Natural Enemies

Forest Management

Food Hygienic Chemistry
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HYAKUMURA Kimihiko, Associate Professor

OSHIMA Yuji , Professor

NANSEKI Teruaki, Professor

KUMAMARU Toshihiro, Professor
NAKAO Miki, Professor

UENO Takatoshi, Associate Professor

MIZOUE Nobuya,Professor

MIYAMOTO Takahisa, Professor

3. List of Subjects and Supervising Professors for
International Development Recearch Course (Academic Year 2019)
Division

Agrobiological Science

Laboratory

Professor
Bioresource Sciences
Hideshi YASUI

Plant Breeding
Crop Science
Plant Production Physiology
Plant Pathology
Horticultural Science
Zoology
Insect Genome Science
Entomology
Insect Pathology and Microbial Control

Sakae AGARIE
Naruto FURUYA
Yukio OZAKI
Hiroshi IIDA
Takahiro KUSAKABE
Toshiya HIROWATARI
Chisa YASUNAGA-AOKI

Insect Natural Enemies

Animal and Marine
Biosciences

Bioproduction
Environmental Sciences

Forest
Environmental
Sciences

Sustainable
Bioresources Science

Assistant Professor

Yushi ISHIBASHI
Kazuyuki SAITOU
Kazuhiro IIYAMA

Norimitsu HAMAOKA

Naoki IWAMORI
Hiroaki MON
Satoshi KAMITANI
Takatoshi UENO
Midori TUDA

Yuki MIZUNOE
Takane KANEKO
Toshiharu MITA
Oumi NISHI

Bioresources and Management
Kenji TAKASU
Shunichiro TAKANO
Agroecology
Toshihiro MOCHIZUKI
Kaori SAKAI
Tomomi ABIKO
Plant Photophysiology
Tomonao MATSUSHITA
Creative Science for Insect Industries
JaeMan LEE
Sanitary Entomology
Ryosuke FUJITA
Functional Anatomy
Shoji TABATA
Shotaro NISHIMURA
Animal Reproductive Physiology
Nobuhiko YAMAUCHI
Tomoki SOH
Chemistry and Technology of Animal
Ryuichi TATSUMI
Products
Regulation in Metabolism and Behavior
Mitsuhiro FURUSE
Shinobu YASUO
Animal Producition and Ecology
Hideyuki TAKAHASHI
Yutaka NAKANO
Marine Biology
Michiya MATSUYAMA
Kohei OHTA
Akihiko YAMAGUCHI
Fisheries Biology
Noritaka MOCHIOKA
Akira KURIHARA
Marine Environmental Science
Yuji OSHIMA
Yohei SHIMASAKI
Aquatic Field Science
Michiyasu YOSHIKUNI
Norio ONIKURA
Yoshihisa KURITA
Agro-environmental Sciences
Irrigation and Water Management
Yoshiyuki SHINOGI
Tomoyuki TANIGUCHI
Water Environment Engineering
Kazuaki HIRAMATSU
Masayoshi HARADA
Toshinori TABATA
Environmental Soil Engineering
Takahiro HIGASHI
Akiko NAKANO
Soil Science
Syuntaro HIRADATE
Yuki MORI
Agricultural Meteorology
Masaharu KITANO
Daisuke YASUTAKE
Takashi OKAYASU
Agricultural Machinery and Production
Eiji INOUE
Muneshi MITSUOKA
Systems Design
Yasumaru Hirai
Postharvest Science
Fumihiko TANAKA
Fumina TANAKA
Forest Management
Nobuya MIZOUE
Erosion Control
Tetsuya KUBOTA
Hideaki MIZUNO
Kotaro SAKUTA
Silviculture
Atsushi WATANABE
Michito TSUYAMA
Eiji GOTOH
Forest Policy
Noriko SATO
Takahiro FUJIWARA
Akie KAWASAKI
Tsutomu ENOKI
Forest Resources Management
Shinya KOGA
Naoaki TASHIRO
Yasuhiro UTSUMI
Tamako KASAHARA
Takuo HISHI
Ayumi KATAYAMA
Forest Ecosystem Management
Kyoichi OTSUKI
Ryuzi ICHIHASHI
Masaaki CHIWA
Wood Science
Wood Materials Technology
Forest Chemistry and Biochemistry
Bioresource Chemistry
Biomacromolecular Materials
Systematic Forest and Forest Products
Science
Biomaterial Design

Agricultural and
Resource Economics

Associate Professor

Food and Agricultural Policies
Agricultural and Farm Management
Quantitative Food Economic Analysis
Food Marketing and Distribution
Environmental Economics

Tomonori KUME

Junji MATSUMURA
Tetsuya NAKANO
Yuji TSUTSUMI
Takuya KITAOKA
Tetsuo KONDO

Noboru FUJIMOTO
Toshihiro ONA
Hirofumi ICHINOSE
Daisuke TATSUMI

Atushi KUME

Kuniyoshi SHIMIZU

Tetsuo KONDO
(Concurrent professor)
Hiroshi ISHODA
Teruaki NANSEKI
Koshi MAEDA
Susumu FUKUDA
Mitsuyasu YABE
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Masumi HASEGAWA
Hiroki SAKAGAMI
Koki FUJITA

Shingo YOKOTA

Masahiro MORITAKA
Yoshifumi TAKAHASHI

Yosuke CHOMEI
Kohya TAKAHASHI
Ran LIU
Goshi SATO

Division

Molecular Biosciences

Laboratory

Professor
Bioscience and Biotechnology

Biochemistry

Yoshizumi ISHINO

Marine Biochemistry
Marine Resource Chemistry
Biophysical Chemistry

Miki NAKAO
Yoshimitsu KAKUTA

Plant Nutrition

Ken MATSUOKA

Associate Professor

Sonoko ISHINO
Takeshi YAMAGAMI
Tomoyuki NUMATA
Takashi NAKASHIMA
Tomonori SOMAMOTO Takahiro NAGASAWA
Nozomu OKINO
Yohei ISHIBASHI
Etsuko NISHIMOTO
Takeo YAMAKAWA
Masamichi KIKUCHI
(Research Associate)
Akiko MARUYAMA
Akinori HIRASHIMA
Naotaka YAMADA
Takahiro NAKAMURA

Pesticide Chemistry
Plant Molecular Bioscience
Genome Chemistry & Engineering
Molecular Gene Technology
Kosuke TASHIRO
Cellular Regulation Technology
Yoshinori KATAKURA
Synthetic Biology
Taizo HANAI
Applied Microbiology
Kaoru TAKEGAWA
Microbial Technology
Jiro NAKAWAMA
Systems
Soil
and
Environmental
Microbiology
Kenji
SAKAI
Yukihiro
TASHIRO
Bioengineering
Functional Genomics and Metabolism
Shigeki FURUYA
Bio-Process Design
Fumihide SHIRAISHI
Silkworm Bioresources
Yutaka BANNO
Plant Bioresources
Toshihiro KUMAMARU
Takahiko KUBO
Microbial Bioresources
Katsumi DOI
Nutrition Chemistry
Masao SATO
Food Chemical Biology
Hirofumi TACHIBANA Yoshinori FUZIMURA
Food Science and
Food Analysis
Toshiro MATSUI
Biotechnology
Food Process Engineering
Noriyuki IGURA
Food Hygienic Chemistry
Takahisa MIYAMOTO
Ken-ichi HONJOH
Affiliated Institutions
Fisheries Research Institute of Karatsu Department of Joint Research
Keishi SAKAGUCHI
International Relations
Mako NAKAMURA
Yukiko OGINO
Willam Ka Fai TSE
Center for Promotion of
Ta Viet TON
International Education
Douglas Robert
Yasuaki HIROMASA
and Research,
International Education
Drummond
Faculty of Agriculture
Hisako NOMURA
(Senior Asst. Professor)
Hiromi Maekawa
(Senior Asst. Professor)
University Farm
Biotron Application Center
Tropical Crops and Environment Section
Institute of
Land -Water& Envionment Conservation
Tropical Agriculture
Section
International Development Section

Assistant Professor

Toshiro MOCHIZUKI

Kaori SAKAI

Satoshi YOSHIDA
Kazuo OGATA

Toshihiko EGUCHI
Ikuo MIYAJIMA

Shigeru MUTA
Kiichiro TERUYA
Hiroyuki HAMADA
Yujiro HIGUCHI
Takeshi ZENDO

Kohji YAMAMOTO
Yasuhiro FUJINO
Bungo SHIROUCHI
Mitsuru TANAKA
Yoshimitsu MASUDA
Hirofumi OHGA

Bang HYUNJUNG

Yutaka NAKANO
Kaori SAKAI
Tomomi ABIKO
Shingo HOSOICHI

Masaru MATSUMOTO
Kimihiko HYAKUMURA
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Akinori OZAKI

4. Program for JDS fellows
Pre-arrival program
We dispatch of professor for pre-arrival supervision in relation to the research context as necessary
Programs specific to JDS students during the Master’s degree course
1. Special lectures/seminars/workshops on the domestic/international/regional issues,
2. Special seminars for the JDS countries,
3. Well-provided facility with basic equipment for the classes and research,
4. Special supplementary lessons for the needy students,
5. Individual tutoring assistance for the foreign student system.
(These courses are taught by invited foreign scholars during the intensive lectures. The uniqueness and the
specific information and technology are provided for individual regional developments).
In additional to the Master’s Program, an additional coursework is prepared for JDS students to enhance their
knowledge on both academic and cultural experience at Kyushu University. It filled with a number of academic
activities that inspire you academically while allowing you to explore Japanese culture and to enjoy campus life
during your study.
1) Japan Society for International Development (JASID) Western Japan Research Meeting
Since 2016, JDS students have opportunity to present their research outcome at the Japan Society for
International Development (JASID) Western Japan Research Meeting, and Kyushu University hosted the 3rd
JASID in collaboration
with Hiroshima University.
This will be one of the
most exciting experiences
you will have in the JDS
fellows’ academic career.
In 2019, the 6th JASID
Western Japan Research
Meeting, jointly hosted by
Hiroshima University and
Kyushu University will be
held in Fukuoka.

2) Research Skill Seminars
We will help you get started on your research as smoothly as possible. We have several research seminars
such as survey methodology, writing skills, and presentation practice.
3) JICA Development Studies Program (JICA-DSP)
The JICA-DSP was launched in 2018. We provide two subjects, ‘Construction of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries, and Development of Asian Agriculture’ and ‘AgriBio Advanced Technology and International
Contribution’. Mr. Nakata, JICA specialist, gave special introductory lectures on lessons from Japanese
agricultural development on 28th November 2018.
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4) Research Trip
We organize research trips and visit research centers and farmers. We visited the Ohki Recycling Plant
(Kururun) in Ohki city. In 2019, we have experienced rice replanting in a terraced paddy field at Ukiha.
We have also visited a distinguishing rice farm, the Furuno firm, and an agricultural engineering site. This
is an exciting opportunity to get to know and see the leading technology in agriculture for future leaders
of agriculture in their home countries. Dr. Furuno demonstrated his recently invented tool for weeding,
“hawking”. We were impressed by the improvement of the “hawking” since its invention a couple of
years ago. Dr. Furuno’s technique is applicable to JDS students’ countries where organic, GAP and other
environmentally friendly farming methods of production are becoming important for sustainable agricultural
production. That is part of Sustainable Development Goal set by the United Nations.

Ohki Recycling Plant at Ohki village
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Rice replanting excursion at Ukiha

Students got friends with local residents at Ukiha rice terraces
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Furuno duck and rice integrated firm
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Life in Kyushu University
JDS fellows experience intense and fruitful academic life in Kyushu University in a warm and welcoming
atmosphere. One of the best experiences of your two year academic life will be the farewell party held by the
Faculty of Agriculture including your supervisors at the end of your two year program. JDS fellows celebrate
the completion of their hard work and enjoy a luncheon in the Italian restaurant in the Ito campus.
Post-program
1. Follow-up Seminar
After two years of hard work, supervisors of JDS fellows will be their important research co-workers.
We organize follow-up seminars in the JDS fellow’s home countries, where the fellows can have another
opportunity to discuss and be inspired for their further research. Follow-up seminars were held in Cambodia
in 2013, Myanmar in 2014, Laos in 2015, Vietnam in 2016, and again in Laos in 2018.

2. Guidance of the journal article submission
Supervisors will continue to guide and support former JDS fellows to submit a journal article which is based
on data and analysis conducted during the program.
3. Network building
JDS homepage
Find out what’s going on in the JDS Master’s Program at the Graduate School of Bioresource and
Bioenvironmental Sciences at Kyushu University. Go to the following web site to find names and publication
lists of professors and JDS fellows, as well as upcoming events such as international seminars and follow-up
seminars.
http://www.agr.kyushu-u.ac.jp/international/graduate/jds/
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JDS Facebook Page
Posted in the JDS Facebook include information about research seminars on topics such as how to conduct
a literature review using academic databases such as PubMed and how to manage references using Mendeley.
It also functions as a meeting place for JDS alumni. JDS fellows can stay in touch with their JDS friends long
after they left Kyusyu University.
https://www.facebook.com/pages/JDS-at-Kyushu-University/441849815879864
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5. Ph.D. Mid-Term Presentation and Master’s Thesis Presentation
Ph.D. students presented at the Mid-Term Presentation and demonstrated research progress. The Graduate
Course faculty members assess the progress and advise the students about issues that can be improved.

Ph.D. Mid-Term Presentation
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MA students are awarded the Master of Science (M.Sc) on completion of a satisfactory thesis. This year, the
presentation was held on 31st July and all students successfully demonstrated what they have captured from the
last two years of training at their laboratories and out in the field.

Master’s Thesis Presentation
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6. Reports from JDS Students
2017 Entrance [Doctor Course]
Tual Cin Khai
A Reiwa Memoir

Time goes by so fast! A long with the newly unveiled

Reiwa era, the 2019 spring bringing some mild temperatures
after a long blistering winter has rolled around, and tons of cherry blossoms here and there create pretty pink magical scenery

and a great tranquil atmosphere in the Fukuoka City. What I do

know is how lucky I have been in such a splendid environs, and

I wonder for how long will I be lucky. The scenic beauty around
the environs this time, however seems to give a gently reminder

that only few university days for me are remaining in the esteemed Kyushu University. Specifically, it has already two years

since I came back to the Kyushu University for 3-year JDS doc-

toral program. On this very time last year, we left the old Hakozaki Campus to relocate to the Ito Campus which is said Japan’s
largest university campus.

beloved and respected Sensei, senior Professor Shigejiro Yo-

shida. The session was commenced with Sensei’s lecture on the
history and long tradition of the lab of forest management under

Kyushu University dating back to 1920s, and to dates, there
have been numbers of scholars, researchers, public officials

who contributed immeasurably to the modernization and wellbeing environment of today Japan produced from this very lab.

The lecture has made me realized that it is Kyushu University

with its hundred-year legacy and its unwavering commitment to
internationalization made itself well known as a prestigious re-

search-oriented university in Japan. Record shows there are

nearly twenty thousand students representing about one hundred countries being enrolled and engages in the research-ori-

ented university. I am, one of the JDS fellows also is part of the

When looking back to the recent one-year period, there

outcomes resulting from the university’s steadfast commitment

were certain memorable events happened at our lab family (lab

to internationalization and research advancement. Personally, I

of forest management). Simple but one special event we cele-

am honestly proud to be a part of the JDS program in Kyushu

brated was the farewell party for the senior professor who had

University. And I am so thankful to the JDS program especially

successfully accomplished his lifelong academic career at our

for providing additional support to conduct practical field sur-

lab of forest management. To celebrate welcome or farewell

veys in my home country. By this JDS program, we are capable

parties for students are not uncommon especially in the univer-

of tracing the factors causing deforestation and forest degrada-

sity arena. However, it was a rare event to experience the Sha-

tion in the context of tropical logging in Myanmar. I keep faith

onkai (thank-you party) cerebrated in honor of beloved and re-

and have reasonable confidence that by this research theme

spected Sensei be the most memorable day of the year.

which is being exigent and relevant to one of the critical devel-

opment issues, I would be able to contribute to the development

It was a holiday on May 11, 2019 when some seventy

of my own country in the forestry environmental sector.

graduates old and young from the far and near around the country and current students were assembled to pay homage to their
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years, two semesters have already finished. Within one year, I

2018 Entrance [Doctor Course]

conducted data collection for my research based on my research
framework.

Thein Saung

Developing research theme and field survey

Progress of my research under Doctor Course
Entrance Doctor Course

Regarding development of research framework, in Myan-

I came back to

mar (study area), forest resource is one of the most important

Japan in March 2018

and cost effective mitigation measure for climate change as

contributors to the livelihood of people and national economy

Kyushu University of
to

pursue

well. Following the International commitment, Myanmar’s Na-

doctor

tional Sustainable Development Strategy (NSDS) was formu-

course with the aid of
JDS

program.

lated in 2009 in which environment, economic and social as-

My

pects are three pillars of the NSDS. However, Myanmar’s forest

dream was true again

has been dwindling from 57.97% of total country area in 1990

to continue my re-

to 42.92% in 2015. This contributes to high rate of deforestation

search and to fill my

to the country being ranked as third most deforested country in

limited knowledge. To

the world. In this condition, exploring the underlying causes of

be honest, I am proud

deforestation and forest degradation became urgent matter.

for being JDS fellow

Regards this, in my Master study under JDS program, I

and really appreciated
the purpose of JDS

conducted assessment of local people’s dependency on the pro-

young leaders, building a stronger personal and a social net-

depended on natural forests not only for basic needs but also for

duction forest. This study investigated that most respondents

program offering research opportunities to the prospective

income even though they knew about the prohibited matters by

work, and contributing socio economic development of respec-

Forest Law. Landless for agriculture, unemployment, favorable

tive country. At the time of arrival to Japan, I thought that I will

accessibility to forests, and poor in socio-economic conditions

have to stay and study for long time considering for three years.

forced them to depend on forests. Illegal cutting rate was higher

But in reality time flew very fast. Among six semesters for 3

Temporary bamboo camp inside the forest
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than legal cutting
rate

in

Myanmar.

However, changes of
their dependency on

forest in long term
became question and
knowing the influencing factors on dy-

namic of their de-

pendency is also important for develop-

ing policy measures
to be sustainable for-

est utilization of local people and to

consider other alternative ways for the
income.

Moreover

observing impact of
illegal logging on

forest stand structure
in long term and dy-

namic of stand structure is also still lack-

Data collection within permanent sample plot

tribute not only for Sustainable Forest Management but also

ing in Myanmar forestry and it is important in considering mea-

sustainable rural livelihood in the context of climate change.

sures for sustainable forest management. JDS program supports

to continue my research interest exploring the influencing factors of local people’s dependency on forests and observing the
condition of illegally logged forest in long term.

We already conducted one time practical field survey in

the production forest with the close guidance of the academic
supervisor and with the help of research team of my laboratory.

We were able to record the changes in illegal cutting rate, stand

structure dynamics, natural regeneration in bamboo dominated

forest and local people’s dependency after 5 years. Using these
data, data analysis has been conducting to explore reliable evidence for the theme we set up. We expect that finding will con-
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Sai Hong Anh

that, we will understand what to do next. In my opinion, the

Experiences about live and study – Kyushu University,

combination of innate characteristics and learned skills that I

most important point is how to show our leadership skill, the

Japan

think. Again I would like to emphasize that the JDS program

I recomment you should come to Fukuoka

city, where is one of the most livable cities in Japan.

If you are a culture lover, this is the good place to
experience. There are many interesting festivals
every month. You don’t have to worry about public

transport because they are very smart and convenient.
Also, Kyushu University located at Nishi-ku,

Fukuoka that is perfect place to study. You can find
the academics top-notch there with many research
areas. You will realize it soon right after you have the
first experience and bring home a lot of unforgettable
memories.

If you feel interested in the JDS program for

the doctoral degree, I have shared my experience and

you can see it as a reference. Applying for a doctoral

scholarship is a long preparation process; therefore,
we should start as soon as possible. In recent years,

the main purposes, eligibility requirements and
conditions of the scholarship are almost same. I
recomment you understand thoroughly these entire

first and you can think how to satisfy them. After
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skills from Japanese. Also, I work for the Institute of Water

Resources Planning, MARD and with my responsibilities;
I work directly with a various range of stakeholders such as

population, academics, policy makers, development agencies,
municipalities and local governments. As a result, I recognized

that one of the central challenges that leaders at all levels in

Vietnam face is how to balance between the socio-economic
purposes and the other purposes. I understand that, these are

necessary for the sustainable development of Vietnam in the
future. I learned a lot and have experienced so many things
from life, most of them are very interesting and rewarding.

Thanks to the JDS program and the members of the JICE

Kyushu office. I am very appreciated for that and coming to
Kyushu University was the best decision I ever made.

for the doctoral degree is a great opportunity to study in Japan.
I am a 2nd year Ph.D student; I want to tell that I was

very surprised about knowledge, management and leadship
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environment. The procedure of master study in the university

2017 Entrance [Master Course]

comprises two main elements such as lecturing in a class
and researching in a laboratory. I acquired enormous benefits

Yang Nou

from the study in class and I also take various advantages

Self-introduction

ecotourism in order to conserve wildlife for sustainability

from researching in the laboratory about wildlife conservation
in Laos. Additionally, I benefit a lot from the presentation

“If your plan is for a year plant rice. If your plan is for

in the laboratory which is an alternative way to practice my

ten years plant trees and if your plan is for hundred years

speaking skill as well. My supervisor always give me logical

educate people” The best quote by Confucius. Hello every

comments to improve the research. Besides studying at Kyushu

one, my name is Nou YANG, a JDS fellow coming from Laos.

University, JICE and my supervisors have encouraged and

There has been such a great opportunity to learn, to thrive

supported us to join conference and to present our research

and to share with professors, lab mates and friends who come

too. In addition, they sometime arranged some field trips for

from different countries. This semester is my last semester

us to observe Japanese farms and a wildlife conservation area.

of master degree. The studied period started from September

These above mention entirely cause the exponential growth of

2017 to September 2019. Now it is May 2019 already, time

my academic capacity and the improvement of my research as

flies. It is the time to share my experiences about studying in

well.

Kyushu University, Japan. Especially environmental economic
laboratory where I’m doing research presently. These following

Last but not least, I would express my deep gratitude

to JICE which offers me such great opportunity to study in

experiences are what I would like to share with:

Japan including financial support and other encouragements.
I’m very much appreciated to my supervisors, Professor Dr.

Mitsuyasu YABE, Professor Dr. Yoshifumi TAKAHASHI and
Professor Dr. Hisako NOMURA that gives comment, guidance
and inspiration. Additionally, I would like to say thank you for

my lab mates for your advice and discussion. These entirely

has substantial potential to enrich my research and to create
a brighter future to me as well. I would close my expression
with my favorite quote from Yukichi Fukuzawa “Heaven does

not create one person above or below another. The difference
between wise and stupid is traceable to the degree of study”.
Thank you.

Dairy life in Fukuoka

Fukuoka is one of the top developed cities in Japan, but

this city is not very crowded and expensive. I have lived in the

Xayapatha Souliya

and supermarkets for buying foods, books and others. I prefer

“MY Unforgettable memories in Japan”

suburb of Fukuoka. it is very convenient to access to shops

Experience

the environment of Fukuoka which has a number of wonderful
places to relax such as gorgeous parks, nice temples and so on.

Time is flying too fast, it is most two years I have been

The transport system in the city is very comfortable especially

in Japan. It is amazing time to study here and also this year

subway service. In addition, the weather is very nice also.

is my final year to study, studies abroad have many struggle
situations, but I have more experience now I have many stories

Academic study in Kyushu University

such as happiness, home sickness, from my experience. As

a newcomer, I faced different times with the new culture in

I delight for having such a great opportunity to study in

Japan, but never gave up fighting. Now the Japanese culture

Kyushu University. This University has a long history more

and sightseeing have been a great gift for me. I discover daily

than one hundred year and has been a prestigious university

life by soaking myself into Japanese real life, and this has

which ranks as number four as top best university in Japan,

changed my point of view of this beautiful country.

2019. Professors at Kyushu University are very professional
and have a great merit.

Academic life

I have learned lots of academic knowledge from

professors that includes agricultural science, economic and

Because of my academic background, studies in Japan
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I still have little time to stay in Japan and when I go back

is quite different style. I found that it is very difficult for me
to understand the methods of my experiment in Japan about

to my country it is difficult to get a chance to come here again.

understand, with the help of my supervisor. Therefore, I would

beautiful things I have seen here, is the SAKURA blossom

However, I will never forget my time in Japan. One of the most

using gene to identify bacteria and fungus, but I try my best to
like to thank my supervisor Prof. Katsumi DOI, who always

park. If I have a time I will come Japan again for travel, as this

give me good advice, and Assistant Prof. Dr Yashuhiro

time I don’t have time.

FUJINO, who is very busy and work hard for members

I want to thank to japan government, Japan International

at microbial genetic resource laboratory, also giving me

Cooperation Center (JICE), to JDS program and member of

experiment. I have known that my experiment quite hard for

which has been appreciated. For that I can say to any JDS

JICE Kyushu office. They have helped me with everything,

valuable comments and suggestion and teach some step of my

student that coming to Kyushu University, it was the best

me, but I would like to try. The research and study environment

decision

are extremely active and professorial with modern equipment,

Finally, I would once more like to express my

with many steps to identify microorganism. Because of this, I

must study more to understand it more deeply. I hope that when

appreciativeness to deeply thanks from my bottom of heart

Now, with the result of my experiment, I can know fungus

Laboratory members for providing me a chance at being a

to Katsumi DOI Sensei , Yasuhiro Fujino Sensei and

I go back to my country I feel that my knowledge has grown.

master student of Kyushu University.

species effected coffee tree in Laos, and maybe I can help Laos

farmers to control disease. I hope that we will be able export
more coffee to many countries.

Nguyen Nguy Xuan Truc
Thanks to JDS to bring me the wonderful exprience in

Japan, the worthy knowledge from the renowned professors, the
international working environment, the field trips, connection
with Japanese friends and various-nationalities friends in the

world, fresh air, fantastic Japanese cuisine and sightseeings

of Kyushu island as well. Predominently, JDS students always

maintain the well-caring from JICE offices’ solicitude and
excellently support from strong connection among the JDS
alumni community.

Our beloved Environmental Economics Laboratory

I vividly remembered the very first minutes to start

my academic life in Kyushu University and Environmental

economics laboratory – to be new to the surroundings and
need to step-by-step familiarize everything. What appeared

to challenge myself to overcome – I did not know how to
solve with but would have never allowed myself to break

JDS and other university friend

During these two years I have many friends. Not only

from the JDS batch, but other scholarships as well. We are

shared ideas and daily life a lot and made unforgettable

memories forever. In the future I hope that we can still share
this social network for contact and discussion. Thank you

everyone for giving me a lot of experiences, all of you have
been very kind to me. Now some of us are going back to our

own places, but some friends continue to study Phd course. A
big congratulations to you all.
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down! Fortunately, my supervisors are always enthusiastic

Mai Quoc Khanh

best to further studies. Weekly, the students could present their

Youth is the gift of nature!

and all students passionately debate and contribute the ideas

my Master Course belonged to JDS program. My laboratory

to discuss the research with them, and are ready to instruct

is Professor Dr. Kazuaki Hiramatsu, Department of Agro-

and inspirational to encourage all of their students to try the
research progress, or results at the seminar. The professors

I am Khanh from Vietnam and this is second year of

to all presentation. Our sensei always welcome every student

is Water and Environment Engineering and my supervisor

all academic matters, promote our deeply selflearning.

environmental Sciences, Faculty of Agriculture, Kyushu

Furthermore, I also have studied a lot from the labmates as well

University.

as classmates and other friends. Gradually, “my accompany

At the time I applied and got the JDS scholarship,

friend named obstacles” has gone as if it has never existed

I thought that I am not so young anymore, at age of 26,

welcome parties, farewell parties to build up our solidarity. I

the biggest desires encouraged me to do what I have to when

previously. Besides, we gathered together at Hanami anually,

especially in my country. Going abroad for studying is one of

don’t know how to express my compliments to my sensei, my

I’ve been young. And it did not disappoint me during nearly

labmates, my friends and classmates! How wonderful every

two years staying in Japan. I had chances to study in one of

moment of my life in Japan passes by!

seven Royal Universities in Japan – Kyushu University, gain
knowledge from many respectful and kind Professors, meet

a huge number of international students coming from other

The precious fieldtrips

countries such as China, Nepal, Myanmar etc. and of course

Incredibly, the trip to Kururu, Oki-machi (Oki town) is

many senpais from my country – Vietnam. This made me later

to take a tour around the plant where such the waste of raw

have a great connection with global community that I haven’t

garbage, human wastes, sludge are recycled to make fertilizer

have before.

and generate power from methane fermentation. Liquid

Besides what I gained from the university, daily life

fertilizer has been currently applied for rice which meets the
objectives of decreasing chemical substance usage of Fukuoka-

in Japan is so exciting to experience such as culture, people,

Beautifully, I love the trip to Tsuzura Rice Terrace,

Japanese is one of the most difficult language in the world.

language, foods, outdoor activities and so on. I have to say that

prefecture.

However, it is very interesting and deserves to witness for

located in Ukiha city in the northern part of Fukuoka

foreigners.

Prefecture. In history, this field was sellected as one of the most

After more than three months from now, I have to return

beautiful Tanada in Japan by Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry

and Fisheries in 1999. Tanada in Japanese means “shelf”

to my home country. I will really miss Japan. But there is

there are 300 layers of Tanada in 7 hectares made from stones

will be another door opening to you. Just dare to do everything

always a hope in my mind that when this door is closed, there

and “fields”, also pyramid layers. In the situation of Tsuzura,

as much as you can when you are youth.

and developmed on the slope of mountain. The forest covers

From bottom of my heart, I would like to firstly express

almost 70% of the land leading to sunlight limitation for

farmers to maintain crops’ growth. Tanada makes it important

my sincere thanks to the JICE office in general and JICE office

Moreover, it creates a wonderful world for various varieties of

me and other JDSers in many situations. These concerns are

in Kyushu in particular who were very enthusiastic in helping

in impounding dam and rainwater filter flowing to the rivers.
insects, plants and animals.

Impressively, my visit to Yanbaru National Park,

Okinawa is to meet up then work with the ranger from

Ministry of Environment in Japan to have the feasible and

practical understanding about conservation and environmental
protection. The trip is an outstanding opportunity to get the

insight view of the conservation in Japan and listen to others’
opinions to share the experiences among different countries

and point out the environmental matters which should be
researched to apply into practices in the future, bringing

scientific works closely approaching the reality as a positive
consequence of the field trip.
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truly thoughtful and your support is extremely amazing! I

a scientific conference held in Agricultural Genetic Institute

thanks to my supervisor who always helps me in my academic

in Battambang province (Cambodia) together with Japanese

(Ha Noi, Vietnam) and did a field survey for cassava pests

really appreciate it. I also would like to express my very big

experts from The University of Tokyo, and Tokyo University

research in terms of water resources management. Those will

of Agriculture and Cambodian researchers from University of

help me a lot for the contribution to my home country in the

Battambang. All experiences attained from those activities are

future.

absolutely needful and advantageous to my current work in my
home country when completing master course.

Although staying mainly in Vietnam for my study, I still

Tran Van Chien

arranged my time to discover and experience Japanese culture
with my friends once I returned to Japan every two months. We

I am honored and proud to be a Master student of Kyushu

went to sightseeing in several historical shrines and pagodas

University

(Nanzoin, Hakozaki, Kushida) and beautiful landscapes

Two years for master course have nearly completed. It

(Nokonoshima Island, Fukuoka Beach), tasted lots of Japanese

is probably the final chance for me to share my feeling during

foods and took part in several Japanese traditional festivals.

my time in Kyushu University in the JDS Annual Report to the

Those were joyful and unforgettable moments which help me

coming JDS fellows. So, I will tell you all the most remarkable

refresh my mind, get rid of tiredness and stress and, restore

things which I have experienced for last 2 years.

energy for further research activities.

To be honest, having an opportunity to study in Kyushu

I would like to express my sincere gratitude to my

University is a privilege that I proudly attained. As a master

student, I have participated in several classes and field trips

supervisor, Prof. Keiji Takasu for his considerate instruction

I have widened and enriched my knowledge. In addition, by

thankfulness goes to the Japanese International Cooperation

and guidance during my study. In addition, my great

to have an insight into Japanese agricultural systems, thereby

Center (JICE) and Japanese International Cooperation Agency

performing a weekly seminar in my Laboratory as well as

(JICA) for giving me a valuable opportunity to study in

having a discussion with my supervisor and Lab-mates, I have

Kyushu University as well as all JICE staffs in Kyushu office

comprehended how to analyze an academic journal thoroughly,

who always give me the thorough and enthusiastic assistance

collect the necessary information in each scientific paper

and support whenever I have a problem. Finally, I would like

regarding my thesis topic, develop a research plan for master

to refer my favorite sentence: “Goodbyes are not forever.

thesis and conduct the experiments scientifically. Subsequently,

Goodbyes are not the end. They simply mean I will miss you

after completing all required academic credits, I started to carry

until we meet again”!

out my master thesis. Interestingly, I performed all experiments
for my master thesis in Vietnam, my home country. Cassava

mosaic disease which has recently out-broken in Vietnam is
my master thesis topic. The disease has been disseminated

rapidly among several provinces in Vietnam, resulting in a

considerable reduction in yields and starch content. I focused
on researching the relationship between Sri Lankan cassava

mosaic virus causing cassava mosaic disease in Vietnam and its
vector, a whitefly (Bemisia tabaci) in a standard screen house

and well-equipped laboratory in Nong Lam University Ho Chi

Minh city. On the other hand, I also conducted the periodical

field survey for an incidence of this disease and density of its
vector (whitefly) population in several provinces in Vietnam
viz., Tay Ninh, Binh Duong, Dong Nai, Ba Ria - Vung Tau

to comprehend thoroughly about a relationship between
incidence of CMD and density of whitefly species (Bemisia

tabaci). I strongly believe that the outcomes of my master
thesis will provide the necessary information in developing
the effective and sustainable countermeasures against a such
dangerous plant viral disease in my country. Moreover, during

the time I did my master thesis, I also had a chance to attend
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Dinh Huy Duc

friends in Vietnamese Youth and Students Association have

Japan in my mind

from our homeland.

also supported each other in daily life while all of us are far
It seems that you can know how I am happy here. Right!

住めば都

“ 住めば都 ”.

There are only few months left in Japan before I come

back my homeland, Vietnam. In the melodious sound of

I would like to express my sincerest gratitude

favorite music in the evening, I would like to tell you some my

and appreciation to what Koshi MAEDA sensei, Kohya

were formed in many simply different ways such as people I

officers of JDS program, Yoshino san, Ishizuka san, Japanese

experiences in Japan during 2 years. The beautiful memories

TAKAHASHI sensei, other sensei, Japanese government,

had ever met, new knowledge, Japanese language I had ever

people gave me chance to study, and experience in here. I truly

studied and figured out, international dishes I had ever tasted,

wish all of you and your family happiness, a good health, and

as well as flowers on the street, paintings I had ever seen.

peace. I truly wish Japan peace and prosperity in a new Reiwa

Studying in classes of well-known professors and

imperial era.

attending seminars in my laboratory were very fruitful to get

I had a strong belief of Vietnam-Japan good relations in

much knowledge and cultivate good relationship between our

the future.

honorable “sensei” and us. On the day, my friend was hit by a

どうもありがとうございました。

car, yet she still came laboratory next day to join seminar. After
knowing that, our sensei cancelled immediately the seminar,
then took her to hospital. This was one of my unforgettable

Nguyen Thi Phuong Tho

some chances to visit a Japanese kinder garden, join a summer

My Journey in Japan: Starting to Write my Story in the Sci-

lessons in Japan. It was great that my friend was fine.

I had

camp of Japanese children, and homestays programs in some

ence Research

Japanese friends’ home. The children impressed me so much

I can’t believe that two years can be passing by so fast!

by their independent personality in all of their activities. These

It is such a weird feeling that I am feeling missing Japan

will impact on how I raise my children in the future. Of course,

now, although I always thought Vietnam is my only hometown

How do you say “I am master student!” in Japanese? In

somewhere whose people give their hands to help me when I

I can contribute just only 50%.

and the only place I miss. When I think of Japan, I think of

the early days, I pronounced similarly the words “Shūshi” -

am far away from my family. When I think of Japan, somehow

master, and “Sushi” – a Japanese dish. Till now, sometime I am

I forget all the winds and the coldness in the winter. Just the

still “Sushi”. Please do not eat me at that time!

warmth still remains. And suddenly, I recognize that the places

Just studying was not enough for making my happy

I go to become parts of my souls. Sometimes we do not really

student life. Fukuoka, a center of history and culture, attracted

miss the places, we miss the moments, the memories which

me with many amazing festivals such as Hakata Dontaku, and

contribute to our growth.

satisfied me with many mouth-watering delicious dishes.

The 2-year journey to pursue my master course in

Moreover, joining some activities with Japanese and

Japan is an extremely precious time that I have gained a lot of

about cultural diversity from all over the world. Experiencing

tough and challenging path that brings you both the pressure

international friends gave me great chances to know more

knowledge. Like many people, I choose to study science - a

in being member of Kyushu University Foreign Students

and happiness.

Association (KUFSA), and Judo club was also amazing. The

The end of the module classes is the time when I started

my experiments in Plant Genetic Resources Laboratory.
Everything all new to me and I learn everything from the

beginning. Thankfully, under the supervision of Professor
Kumamaru Toshihiro and Associate Professor Kubo Takahiko,
I have learned and changed a lot. Doing research make you

happy with success but experiencing failures also teach you

many useful lessons. Behind the progress I have made until
now, there is great support from my Sensei. Sometimes I
was depressed because of failures, the encouragement from

my Sensei help me overcome the difficulty, and then there
is always the careful explanation that shows me how I can
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participation during and after the lectures made my confidence

improve my results. Nothing is easy to achieve and I have

improve to speak in English even in public.

more motivation to follow my passion.

On the other hand, I had to make discussion frequently

The journey to form my scientific story is a beautiful

story to me. It was written so thanks to the dedication and

with my professors for my research as well as I had to do

supported me.

activities also contributed to make me more confident in

presentation in the seminar of my laboratory. This kind of

thoughtfulness of the instructors as well as the staff who

speaking in English. Another significant experience is that my

It is hard to express all my feelings and gratitude to

first participation in academic conference (The 28th Annual

my Sensei in Plant Genetic Resources Laboratory who have

Meeting of the Japan Society of Tropical Ecology, JASTE28)

given me a wonderful experience in this country. Thank you

in Shizuoka University on June, 2018 (during second semester,

for giving me the precious time in Japan that gave my youth

first year Master). I had much worries regarding with this

invaluable experiences. I would like to send a deep thank-you

conference at first as it was my very first time of participation

from the bottom of my heart to all the staff in my laboratory,

in the conference together with many professors and students

Kyushu University and JICE coordinator who always support

from different universities. However, finally, with the supports

me with the utmost care so that I can adapt and achieve good

and supervision of my professors, I could overcome those

results.

worries by participating successfully in the conference. It
showed me that “nothing is impossible” if I try my best under

the supervision and guidance of my professors. And then on

August, 2018, I joined again the JDS special program JASID
which was held in Hiroshima University and presented a
portion of my research although it is optional for 1st year

JDS Master student. It was also a good chance to improve

my presentation skill and enhance my confidence to speak in
public as well.

Currently I am also trying my best with the close

supervision of my professors to join academic conference

(The 29th Annual Meeting of the Japan Society of Tropical
Ecology, JASTE 29) in Hokkaido University on June, 2019. I

believe it will be a good chance for me to present the results

of my research and to receive the feedback of comments

Kay Khine

and suggestions from experienced professors and students

Experiences Gained from Two-Years Master Course, Kyushu

from that conference will also helpful in my Master Thesis

from different universities. I hope the experiences gained
Defense which will be held on end of July. After Master Thesis

University

Defense, JDS special program JASID that is compulsory for

Firstly, let me introduce myself. My name is Kay Khine.

2nd year JDS students are already waiting for us to monitor our

I came from Myanmar. I was enrolled on October, 2017 in
Kyushu University as a Master Student. According to the

achievements that we did during two years.

regulations of the Master Course in Kyushu University, a
Master student must obtain 30 credits- 12 credits from lectures
and 18 from research but it might be different based on
laboratory.

Among several lectures, some are compulsory while

some are module that can be chosen based on our background

and preference. After the lectures, the assessment was done
by examination, report or presentation including attendance

or participation during the lectures. Honesty Speaking, at
first I had less confidence to speak in English and to make

presentation in public as education system such as style of
teaching and assessment is different from those of my country.
However, after a series of lectures, I gradually recognized that
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Throughout my academic life in Japan, I got great

In addition to those academic experiences, we, JDS

students, had a great opportunity to visit and learn about

experiences not only in lab experiments but also social

technique, duck and rice integrated farm, and farmer market.

in campus. For the master first year, I had to go JDS field

communication with Japanese and international students

planting rice in the terrace paddy field, Furuno’s ‘hoking’

trips and got great experiences from those trips; trip to

In conclusion, many experiences were gained during

slaughterhouse, duck farms and strawberry farms. I also

two-years master course and they made me more confident

attended Japanese language courses and I can speak a lot of

than before. However, those experiences and achievements

Japanese conversations now and get best communication with

will not be available without the financial supports of JDS,

Japanese students.

Japanese Grant Aid, and the continuous supports of my

I attended the 5 th JASID west branch joint research

professors, Hyakumura Kimihiko (Associate Professor), and
Takahiro Fujiwara (Associate Professor). I also would like

programme held at Hiroshima University and that was my

Ministry of Natural Resources and Environmental Conservation

international students from different backgrounds. I got a lot of

to acknowledge my Department, Forest Department under

very first experience to have presentation in front of all

for giving permission to study at Kyushu University, Japan.

advices, suggestions, way of thinking for research works and

Last but not the least, I am really thankful to my husband

exchanged research experiences among international students

for his kindness, supports, understanding and encouragement

those are invaluable experiences for my future carrier. Apart

whenever I was upset and depressed.

from academic life, I enjoyed with travelling to Hiroshima and

Nagasaki, famous historical places in Japan, my dreams to visit
since my high school student.

On July 2019, I have a plan to attend 56th Kyushu area

Aung Koko Minn

joint meeting of the chemistry-related societies and will make

The visitor who collect the best experiences from Laboratory

poster presentation. I will also have presentation for 6th JASID

joint research programme in August at Kyushu University. I am

of Food Hygienic Chemistry

really excited and waiting for presentations and I believe that I

I have studied almost two years and will graduate soon.

will contribute my research experiences the best.

But, I think that all of memories kept in my mind is like

If I looked back to past, I feel worried about my

yesterday. After studying almost 2 years at this laboratory, now

experiments but on now, it was going well. Along the research

I feel this place like my sweet home. Soon, it is very near to

works for 2 years, my professor guide and support to me at

say good-bye.

all time and my lab mates stand on beside me as best friends.

I am very proud to be one of the students of my sensei

and this laboratory members. My sensei’s positive outlook

and confidence in my research inspired and gave me more
confidence. Thus, I did my experiment very well although

some of the research problems I faced. Now I am really happy

everyday by enjoying for research works and daily life in
Fukuoka.

Finally, I really thankful to Japanese government, JDS

scholarship programme, JICA, JICE, Kyushu university staffs

and JICE Coordinator, Yoshino Chikako for caring of us and

support to me in details. Moreover, I would like to express
my heartfelt thanks to my kindful and generous supervisor,

Professor Takahisa MIYAMOTO, associate Professor Ken-ichi

HONJOH and assistant professor Yoshimitsu MASUDA for
their invaluable comments and suggestions for my experiments

and supports for everything. All of the days throughout 2 years

will never forget for me and when I go back to my country, I
do believe that I will contribute my research experiences for
my country with best efforts.
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supermarket around my location that I can buy food easily. I

2017 Entrance [Master Course]

have chance to visited many places in Hiroshima prefecture,
Saga, Nagasaki during vacation. I also jointed the JICE

Saveng Inpeng

program to visit Sake company, mushroom asparagus farm.

Wonderful time, awesome student life in Japan.

by JDS program. I feel like I am not far from my own country

Last time I have chance to transplanted rice that it provided
when I saw Japanese children and their parents.

Marvelously, time flies so speed, I would like to

Finally, I would like to thank the Japanese government,

express my feeling from the bottom heart to tell everyone

that I have achieved my very big goal to study in Japan. I

JICE staff and JICE officer for their supported, assistant and

on a master course at the laboratory of irrigation and water

study.

helping me and warmly welcome and hospitality on mine

am very impressed that, one of JDS student, who is studying
management, the Department of Agro-environment science,

school agriculture, Kyushu University. Fortunately, I have had

a kindly professor Shinogi Yoshiyuki, who always supports
and guides me. He does not only explain research, but he

also suggests many things for daily life and how to survive
in any condition in Japan. Moreover, I have gotten many

lovely brothers and sweet sisters within our laboratory, my
beloved JDS friends and international friend that we share any
academic experience, professional techniques as well as a fun
time.

In my student life. I sense that It is very difficult and

many challenges of my education especially academic reading

and writing. Because this is my weak point that I am not
confident enough. In Japan, we have to focus on self-study

more than lecture which is different from Laos. I have to adjust
any way on practicing double to develop my ability. Every

Souvannasing Saovany

because it is my favorite place where I spend my happy reading

Annual report

week, I need to participant in the library minimum 2 times
time more over than another place.

I am so blessed by all the opportunities that I have

received from the JDS program for learning and exploring in
Japan, the country that offers me countless joy and knowledge.

The way to get more motivation

I am from Vientiane capital, Lao PDR, and currently

The one important thing, I would like to encourage the

newcomer and other people when you are facing any issue and

a master student at the Faculty of Agriculture, Kyushu

need to think about your aim why you want to study here and,

agriculture, and the fact that Kyushu University is ranked at the

University. This is due to my keen interest in the field of

you feel disappointed but please do not give it up. At first, you

top of universities in Japan and home for many international

what is your goal to develop your knowledge to contribute
to your own country. All of them are the key reason that they
make you get more powerful motivation and reduce your stress

with your hard study on your research as well lecture. Actually,

this is the common case for student life I totally believe that

all issues will be proving on your forceful pat and show your
strength.

The highlight of my daily life

In addition, I am really impressed student life in an

overseas especially wonderful country and fruitful natural.

Japan is one of the most unique lifestyles in the world and
Japanese culture is very gorgeous including honest and
kindness Japanese people. There are many convenience stores,
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Although the city is quite small, it does not lack any aspects in

students. The university provides a suitable environment and

terms of goods and services.

full facilities for students to pursue their academic goals. I

My experience as an international student in Japan,

mostly appreciated the curriculum and classes which were

provided by qualified lecturers as well as combining theoretical

overall, has been fruitful. a lot of things have come through

through assignments, books, and classroom lectures, but also

and being homesick. Besides challenges I have met; friendship

such adaptation in a new environment, struggling in studying

and practical aspects. Academic lessons are not only given

and knowledge are the most meaningful experiences I have

field trips where we gained practical experience. Recently,

obtained from this country.

I participated in the JICA program. The trip was designated
to visit a terrace paddy rice field in Ukiha city, Fukuoka

where we had a chance to practice rice planting with the local
community. Contiguous activities have allowed us to learn how

Quach Dai Vuong

cooperation of the local community.
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technologies are combined with agriculture as well as united
Studying abroad and living in a new environment causes

SELF-INTRODUCTION

some difficulties and stress, from learning culture to social

My name is Quach Dai Vuong. Currently, I am a first-

norms, and language barriers. Fortunately, I am surrounded

year Master student at Graduate School of Bioresource and

good suggestions and encouragement. Besides obtaining

the Environmental Economics laboratory under the supervision

by supportive friends and the JICE office who often give

Bioenvironmental Sciences in Kyushu University. I belong to

knowledge, friendship is one of the valuable experiences that

of Mitsuyasu Yabe sensei. When I was writing this report, 9

I have received in Japan. As an international student, I have

months passed already since we first arrived in Tokyo, but

faced some difficult times including frustration, sadness and

I still remember clearly the feeling of the eagerness and,

loneliness by being so far from home. However, I am able to

especially, the warm-welcome of JDS program as well as JICE

adapt and overcome obstacles by assistance from seniors, JDS

staffs for us, strange guests coming from various countries.

fellows, classmates, lab members and professors. When I face
depression and failure, I have realized that their kind words

STUDYING LIFE

exploring beautiful places and sharing laughs, cries, hugs and

experienced some difficulties when studying in an academic

and generous actions carry me through hard times. In addition,

As a foreign student, at first, I felt a little worry and

food with friends are my precious times. There is a phrase

environment. However, under the dedicated guidance of sensei,

“people come and go, but the memories remain”, student life
in Japan will be a meaningful experience and unforgettable
memory.

Kyushu university is located in Fukuoka prefecture,

an area of a peaceful and rich environment. Fukuoka is
placed in the top of most livable cities in the world and

famous attractions. Elegant scenario in both natural and
architectural places as well as warm-hearted people can help
students to relax from stress in academic life. Various types

of transportation are available here because Fukuoka is well

connected by both rail and air. Even though Ito campus is fairly
new, it is convenient for students. It has all the facilities that are

needed. Besides the medical center on the campus, there are a

lot of private clinics near the campus which can provide service
in English language. Furthermore, students have no issue with

transportation because there are direct routes between the

campus and the city. The environment around Itoshima city
gives a very pleasant and peaceful feeling. It is a small city
with a lot of nature and not populated at all. The locals in the
area are very generous and friendly even with strangers and

foreigners. This kind of environment is suitable for students

which helps them relax after doing a lot of intensive studies.
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step by step I have learnt how to develop my own research

It was nearly one year since I have been in Japan. JDS program

laboratory have helped me gradually to improve the critical

before such as first time living abroad, first time seeing snow,

topic and research skills. In particular, weekly seminars in our

brought me many first experience that I have never imagined

thinking skill and the way to conduct the research and analysis

first time trying hot spring, first time planting rice and many

research results in a logical way.

other first times.

Furthermore, we have also received kind supports from

JDS program and regional JICE coordinators, not only taking

STUDYING LIFE

ensure our lives smoothly, but also providing us many valuable

is the experience that make me feel exiting and nervous

Besides subjects designed by the university, we have

were taken by very nice and friendly professors who gave us

precious good care of us from the small things in order to

Personally, the first time living and studying abroad

opportunities which we could not count them all.

contemporarily. I involved in some required lectures which

specialized subjects provided by JICA on the agricultural

not only theorical but also practical knowledge in different

development and policy as well as technological innovation

fields. It supported me to understand more agriculture

in agriculture of Japan. The knowledge are helpful and good

especially my research field. On the other hand, regarding to

lessons for my work in future. Moreover, in the content of

research work, I am conducting my study under the supervision

JICA subjects, we have also had outdoor activities such as field

of Professor. Teruaki Nanseki and Assistant Professor Yosuke

trips to visit Japan farmer’s cooperative, Sake brewers in Yame

Chomei who are really kind and support me a lot. It is my

and Fukuoka City’s Fresh Produce Market “Vegefru Stadium”.

honor to work in such friendly and professional academic

I was impressed and interested in Sake production process and

environment. We have weekly seminar on every Tuesday

the uniqueness of the Sake fermentation compared to other

in which I have chance to present about my research topic,

alcoholic beverages which uses a sophisticated production

discuss and get the comments from sensei and lab-mates.

method called multiple parallel fermentation. These lectures

Whenever I am stuck in my research, many ideas spring on my

are truly well-prepared and organized. Although we are from

mind after receiving these valuable comments from seminars.

various laboratories with different majors and backgrounds, we

Thus, I can gradually improve my research step by step. I am

still can enjoy and learn from it.

thankful that I will study at Kyushu University for 2 years.

ACADEMIC CONFERENCES

FIRST EXPERIENCE IN RICE PLANTING

that you have many chances to attend seminars, conferences

amount of rice export, so it is not difficult to see rice paddy

attended the conference of Agricultural Economics Society of

experience for a girl who was born and grew up in urban area

Vietnam is known as one of countries have largest

In addition, a huge advantage of being a JDS student is

field in Vietnam. However, planting rice is still a new

both inside and outside Japan. In the end of March 2019, I

like me. Therefore, I was excited about the JDS one day trip

Japan in Tokyo University. In the conference, many researchers

to terraces paddy field in Ukiha town, Fukuoka Prefecture. We

and graduate students presented the results of their research

visited the Ukiha town in an early sunny day. I was impressed

in many aspects of agricultural economics. Listening to these

by the fresh air and the beautiful landscape with small terraces

presentations help me to enrich my knowledge and learn

which reminds me to the mountainous area in North West

new concepts and methodologies from other scholars and,

of Vietnam. Welcoming us is a local farmer who introduced

also, anticipate the difficulties and challenges which can be

about the town and the activities we would enjoy. As my

encountered in research process.

knowledge, mechanization became popular in agriculture in

Finally, I would like to express my gratitude to JDS

Japan many years ago, farmers commonly use machine in

program again for giving me a precious chance to study in

planting rice. However, wading in the field with the barefoot

Kyushu university. In the remaining time here, I hope I could

and manually planting rice still was a memorable experience

study as much as possible, experience the culture and make

for us when approaching agriculture in a traditional way. A

unforgettable memories in Japan.

rope was stretched to help straightly rice planting. According

to the guide from local farmers, we planted line by line until

Vu Thi Thu Huong

the end of the field. It took around more than two hours before

SELF INTRODUCTION

a warm lunch together. That were the Japanese dishes made by

finishing this activity at around 12:00 AM. After that, we had
the local farmers. I was delighted to participating and having

My name is Vu Thi Thu Huong, the first-year master

such the peaceful moments in Ukiha town.

student at Laboratory of Agricultural and Farm Management.
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In conclusion, I am thanking to the Japanese Government

manage and distribute agricultural products...Besides gaining

I also would like to express my thanks to JICA not only

many different areas. It is a very interesting and worthwhile

for giving me this opportunity to study in Kyushu University.

knowledge in my major, I have expanded my knowledge in

they provided Japan’s Grant Aid for Human Resources

learning process.

Development Scholarship (JDS) program but also supported

My research focused on a mutation that reduced the level

me to convenience for my daily life during staying in Japan.

of prolamine in rice. This is the first time I do research on rice
protein, so my supervisors, Toshihiro Kumamaru sensei and

Takahiko Kubo sensei guided me from the beginning steps.

There is a lot of new experiments and skills that I need to learn,
but I think I can learn it, step by step.
Daily life in Japan

Japan is a beautiful country. You can find beautiful

things right around you. A field of yellow flowers surrounds
my laboratory. A dormitory located near the coast. Rows of
cherry blossoms on the way to school. The falling snow in

the winter. Near Ito campus, there is a public onsen complex,

where you can relax in the winter, a small shop where you
can buy sausages and beef made from Itoshima farmer, and a
beach where you can find lots of fresh oysters. I visited Beppu,

Kyoto, and Osaka. Other JDS students in these cities gave us
a place to sleep and guided us to tourist spots. A year ago I did

not know who they were, but now we are friends who went
through many things together.

Living in another country, you have to face many

difficult problems: the differences in language, culture, the
handling of papers, bill and renting an apartment. I would like

Tran Hong Quan

to express my sincere thanks to JICE Kyushu Office, especially

Annual Report of JDS Program

For the upcoming JDS fellows, I hope you can find happiness

to Yoshino san, for helping me a lot in solving these problems.
in the little things. Wish you have a great time in Japan.

My name is Tran Hong Quan. I am from Vietnam. I

am a master student belonging to Plant Genetic Resources

Laboratory, Department of Bioscience and Biotechnology,
Kyushu University. It has been nearly a year since I came to

Japan. Looking back at that time, the things I did, the people I
met, the places I went through, were all priceless memories.
Academic life at Kyushu university

Studying at Kyushu University is a special experience.

For many of us, it was the first time we went back to school

after years of work. There was eager, anticipated, and a little
scared. Ito campus is beautiful, the teachers are enthusiastic
and the students come from many different countries. The

curriculum covers many areas of the agricultural field. From

experimental scientific research to social science research.
From genes to forest ecosystems. From things I understand

Tran Thu Trang

to see how sake was made. We visited the strawberry garden,

Annual Report:Tokyo Conference and Softball Game in 2019

farmers worked. And we went to the JA center, seeing how they

life as well as academic life in Kyudai also. Time flies as the

well, to things I have no idea at all. We visited a sake factory

asparagus garden and a mushroom company to learn how

JDS gave me a treasure chance to experience Japan
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flash, I already came to Fukuoka for 8 months. There are a

Pham Nguyen Anh Duy

last 8 months. Chief among these, there are two events left

THE ENJOYABLE LIFE IN JAPAN

conference and our lab’s softball game.

year master student in Insect Natural Enemies laboratory,

Technology for participating in the JSFS conference on March

Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan. I come from Can Tho

plenty of wonderful memories and happy experiences over

the most interesting impress in me, including Tokyo academic

I am Vietnam JDS fellows batch 2018. Now I am a first-

I visited Tokyo University of Marine Science and

Department of Bioresources Sciences, Faculty of Agriculture,

27th. On the morning, I had an audience of presentation in the

city, which is the central city in Mekong Delta. I work as

a researcher at Plant Protection Department, College of

content of Fish Immunology, which widened my knowledge

Agriculture, Can Tho University.

about Fish Immunology and the way to construct an academic

First of all, there is an interesting thing between my

presentation also. Furthermore, I had a good chance to observe
Professors and academic researchers in presentation and

hometown and Kyushu. In Japan, Kyushu island locates in

slides, content as well as time management to my presentation

“Nine Provinces” – in which, Fukuoka is the central city.

the southwestern side and in Kanji, “九州 – Kyushu” means

question answering. This is profoundly practical in construct
on JSFS conference in the next year, and I extremely treasure

While in Vietnamese, Mekong delta means “The River of

this observation.

Nine Dragons” area, and my hometown is the central city

In addition, I also took part in the SDG’s presentation

of Vietnam’s southwestern area. It has the same “Nine” in

on that afternoon. This is a new program for English spoken

meaning and same position in each country. This thing makes

presenters in this year. This session included multi-fields

me feel very surprised when I started to find out about Kyushu

among fish disease, food safety in aquaculture supply chain

university.

as well as gene editing in aquatic animals, health management

About my daily life, there is completely different

in fisheries. These presentations gave me plenty of interested

between my homeland and Japan. In the beginning, because

discussion after every presentation. This conference helped me

communication, etc..., I felt a little bit confuse. But I start

in fisheries science, and gained more knowledge through

of a different culture, lifestyle, food, transportation system,

to experience the academic environment in the best way.

to get used to such kind of things through learning the way

On May 30th, my lab had out-door activity in softball

Japanese people live, especially spending more time with

playing softball game, and I got a variety of laughing,

communicating and so on. More specially, JICE keeps

Japanese friends and people traveling; study trips; shopping;

competition in our department. It took the whole day for

supporting me along the way I am going to the Master degree

happiness, fun in these matches with my labmates and my

here, such as the provision of the basic Japanese language,

teachers also. I could feel the spirit of teamwork and unity

culture, politics, and arrangement of stay in the dormitory

through this game. After all, I could adapt easier to my lab

as well as in an apartment, and making comfort when any

environment and close more to lab’s members. After finishing

problems come eventually. Until now, the life in Japan seasons

the game, we had happy parties together.

with respective beautiful aspects, food, people, and very nice

Finally, I absolutely enjoy Japan life day by day through

night view of the city, very beautiful places rich in the natural

small things in daily life with my study, my lab, my teachers

and cultural setting and so on, living in Japan becomes my

as well as my friends. Japan surely will be the most beautiful

good habits which I have never forgotten.

memory in my life.

About my academic life, when being the first day in the

university, particularly in my laboratory and study room, I
make a lot of friends who are from different countries around

the world and each of them is friendly and helpful. We are
keen on to assist each other, learn from each other about a

little experience and languages (mother tongue, Japanese
and English). More than that, we always share happy time

with each other by organizing friendly meals through which
we enjoy as in a family. Thus, helping each other is very
important for our further progress and then step forward to

success. In case of me as an example, I could not accomplish
all the procedures in the university if there is no support and
aids from them. Besides this, lectures are very interesting
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and useful for me in improving my capacity and ability in the

survive in Japan. They discuss social and educational affairs

helpful. Especially with my supervisor, Assoc. Prof. Takatoshi

like to recognize them as second parents. Now everything is

of the students once every three or four months. I would

agricultural field. Professors given by the lectures are very

going well with me and colourful for me. In weekdays, most

Ueno is a very friendly and kind person. In every discussion

of the time is spent attending courses, improving knowledge

and presentation session, I always get his valuable comments

and discussing assignments with friends in the school. In

and guidance in order to improve what I am learning and

weekends, going shopping and having lunch and dinner with

doing here, in Japan. Moreover, from 2018, Kyushu university

friends from Laos, Indonesia and Vietnam are common. In my

is completely moved to the new Ito campus. This is one of

free time, I usually go somewhere for bird watching which is

the largest campuses in Japan, covering an area of 272 ha.

one of my hobbies. In Fukuoka, Zuibaiji River estuary is a bird

Especially with the Faculty of Agriculture, there is a lot of

hotspot place which is near Ito campus, Kyushu University.

laboratory with modern facilities and equipment, which helps

In weekend mornings, one can find birders along this river

me a lot for my study and research. I feel very comfortable and

embankment. In my bird watching days, I wake up early,

existing when I study on this campus and also this university.

sometimes prepare a lunch box, bring a camera and a birds

Overall, I am happy for a year living in Japan where

guidebook and then go to my destination. I spend more than 4

I am able to look at people’s lives and earn experience. It is

hours seeing and taking pictures of bird move and noting their

so lucky to me to study at Kyushu University, where I have

nature. I was not familiar with waterbirds before. Here, I enjoy

been absorbing into researching environment. I feel satisfied

them. In semester breaks or long holidays, I spend most of

for researching in Graduate School of Bioresources and

time travelling. I visited Tokyo with my friends where I went

Bioenvironmental Sciences, which my cherished laboratory

to Kamakura Great Buddha, Ushiku Great Buddha, Statue of

belongs to. The next stage of the program is coming brings

Liberty in Odaiba, and Tokyo station. In also Fukuoka, I have

each student more essential lessons.

been to Dazaifu Tenmangu Shrine, Nanzoin Temple, Marine

World uminonakamichi, Nokonoshima Island Park, Fukuoka
Tower, Marinoa City, Canal City and Sakurai Futamigaura of
Meotoiwa. In Sakura season, I enjoyed “Hanami” with my

Myanmar colleagues. In this year, courses of JICA (Japan
International Cooperation Agency) Development Studies
Program were taken as minor subjects of the university. That

program included not only lectures but also discussion with

JA (Japan Agricultural Cooperatives) group and JA farmers

and field visits to strawberry, asparagus and mushroom
cultivation and sake production factory. I had knowledge on
the contribution of JA to farmers’ economy, public welfare,

supporting agricultural technology and facilities to farmers, and
improving the involvement of youths in agricultural activities.

Moreover, JDS program took me to terrace paddy fields with

beautiful mountains in Ukihamachi Yamakita, Ukiha Shi,

Win Win Nwe
Life is too short: Enjoy your life.

Dream came true to expand my world after passing three

levels of JDS (The Project for Human Resource Development
Scholarship by Japanese Grant Aid) candidate selection. That

was a first time long stay in Japan although I had experience
for a few days. I was frightened that I could not adapt to a

new environment. As soon as I arrived at Japan, such fear flew
away from my mind. JICE (Japan International Cooperation

Center) guides and takes care of JDS students to be able to
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Fukuoka. I involved in rice planting together with Japanese

Besides studying, JDS scholarships make my day more

people and their children. At that time, a thought flashed

beautiful. I had good memories with JDS friends and my

their tradition and distribute to their generations even though

foods especially spicy and sour foods that we can’t get here

through my mind that Japanese people remember and respect

classmates. On weekends, we often cooked our traditional

modern technology are being used. These programs are very

and had dinner together that made our friendship strong and

nice for international students from which one can achieve a

improved English skill as well. I believe these memories will

lot of knowledge about agricultural sector and management of

be last forever in our mind. Also, I joined Hakata Dontaku

Japan. Finally, this letter concludes with giving thanks to JDS,

Festival 2019 which is one of the largest Japan’s golden

JICE and JICA.

week festivals in Fukuoka, and really enjoyed in parade with

Fukuoka-Myanmar family. This is one of sweet memories for
my life.

Regarding my laboratory, all of my Sensei, Japanese and

Khin Zar Linn

International students are warmly welcomed to me. All of my

lab. members are very friendly and ready to help me whenever

JDS student life in Kyushu University

I needed their helps. That’s why I always think I am very

My name is Khin Zar Linn. Studying abroad has been

lucky to be one candidate at the Laboratory of Food Hygienic

a childhood dream for the 28-year old from Nay Pyi Taw,

Chemistry. Finally, I would like to convey my deepest gratitude

Myanmar. I have been searching for quite a lot of scholarship

and sincere appreciations to my honourable Professor Takahisa

programmes since after my graduation for my bachelor

MIYAMOTO, Associate Professor Ken-ichi HONJOH, and

degree until being a teaching staff now. JDS are one of the top

Assistant Professor Yoshimitsu MASUDA for their kindness,

programmes in Japan I have explored online although there

and invaluable suggestions and advice on my study. And I am

are many competitive application processes to be JDS fellow.

deeply indebted to my lab. members who assisted in one way

Luckily, I was awarded this scholarship and got a chance in a

or another, small but important and necessary for my research

life-time opportunity to study at Kyushu University in 2018.

work.

I am now starting my adventure of studying Master of Food
hygienic chemistry at Kyushu University under the supervision

of my kindness and responsible Sensei, Professor Takahisa
MIYAMOTO.

When we arrived in Japan, JICE is warmly welcomed to

all of Myanmar JDS students at Narita Airport. I’m proud of
myself as one of selected person even though I felt very sad on

departure day from Myanmar owing to I have no experience

being apart with my parents and elder brother for a long time.

I was so pleased to look around Tokyo where it is very nice,
green and clean. We stayed at Shijuku Hotel in Tokyo for 2

weeks to attend the orientation course about regulations and

culture, safety training related to natural disasters, and also
Japanese language class. On this occasion, I met with other

JDS students from several different countries and shared our
ideas and future career plan within these days.

We moved then to Fukuoka to implement our dreams

at one of the best universities in Japan, Kyushu University.
I would like to say my sincere thanks to YOSHINO chikako
and JICE staff members for their kind support, our student
life can’t smoothly go without all of your helps during our
stay here. My excited study started from 1st October last year.

The International Development Research Course is really
excellent programme for International students since every

lecture is delivered in English by many expert teachers in
their professionals. All of the lectures are very interesting and
enriched our knowledge for a variety of different fields.
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